The Way It Shall Be

A man was walking on the beach and tripped over an old lamp.
He picked it up and rubbed it and... a genie jumped out and said:
"OK, OK, you have freed me from the lamp, blah, blah, blah!
Forget that story about the three wishes!
You got one wish and that's it, period!

Do you understand?"
The man sat down, thought for a minute and replied:

Yes, Genie, I Do...
Now tell me your WISH and be quick about it.

You know I am sick and tired of NOT getting the money I deserve for
all the work I do...for the money I have invested since the last century
and this new century...

and sick and tired of investing money in projects like the Madoff
pyramid scheme and not getting my money back and never making
any real money....
I work hard and my retirement is dwindling down to nothing.
Like Will Rogers said, 'it is not the "return on my investment I am
worried about, it is the return of my money invested.'
I have invested in MLM pyramid projects that have made a few a lot of
money and the greater number of people hardly made any money at
all. Mostly those that did not make any money, stopped their autoship
and quit.
This is what I want. It is all based on knowing what I want. Not what
someone else wants.
I want to MINE the CRYPTOCURRENCY that is helping people earn
new income without any or hardly any RISK. I know there are
programs out there that allow you to play games, clip coupons, take
surveys, etc. and they get paid in Kala coin. This Kala coin is
considered a UTILITY product, and therefore compliant with the SEC
& FTC. I am aware that the Kala coin can be exchanged for Bitcoin and

then deposited into your Blockchain Wallet. I want a FREE Blockchain
wallet, so I can secure my earned income from playing games, clipping
coupons, taking surveys, or whatever they offer me to do.
You know like when you go to the bank and they offer you $100 when
you tell your friends about opening a new checking account. But I do
not want to tell my friends right now. I just want to earn new income
first and then tell my friends if I want to.
Now I also want to be able to take my Kala coins and transfer them to
a mining contract program, so I can earn between 1-8% weekly on
whatever I deposit into my mining contract. I want the interest to be
compounded.
The cliché from Einstein was so simple. He said, “those that are poor
usually pay compound interest.” “those that are wealthy usually earn
compound interest.” This is extremely important. Because if I
calculate an average of 3% on $5,000 deposited into my
cryptocurrency account, then in 3 years I will have at least $498,000.
Now for those that have little money to begin with they can deposit
the minimum of $25 and earn $2,400 in 3 years. Now if they take the
$2,400 and deposit again in their compounded cryptocurrency mining
account, then in a total of 6 years they will have over $239,000. This
will make a huge difference in the lives of families for those that have
never made the money they dreamed of and their dream comes true.
Now this is important, because I am tired of losing money when I buy
an MLM product and then have to sign up for autoship monthly in
order to earn any commissions. I do not want to have to deal with any
of the pyramid schema’s.
I just want to put my Kala coin earning into a cryptocurrency mining
contract that earns at least 1% and as much as 8% weekly with
COMPOUND interest.
When I decide to sign friends or any one I can help earn new income, I
want to be paid at least 10% on the new signed accounts. And most
importantly, I do not want my commissions coming out the pocket of

the person I signed on to the mining or the social program. The
commission has to be those that are direct to me in this mining
contract program it should come out of the companies mining
account. If any of my directs sign new people on as a Social account or
Mining account, I want also a commission of 2%. This should come out
of the companies account.
I will be so happy when I see that in my weekly statement, that's very
rewarding with these commissions I feel I am helping myself, family
and friends that I have signed into this cryptocurrency mining
contract program.
And, send me a text or email to let me know how much money has
been deposited into my Blockchain Wallet.
Now Genie, keep in mind, when I play games, take surveys, clip
coupons, or I do other things the Social program sends to me I want to
be paid in Kala coin, which I can spend when I want to, or transfer to
my crypto-mining account contract.

That is not asking tooooo much, is it?
One more thing, for those that I bring into the Social and CryptoMining contract program, when these new accounts become active
because they signed at least 3 people direct to them, I want them to
get their original administrative fee of $125 returned to them. Can you
do this too?
Now what you can do Genie, is you can figure out how all this can
work, and I can see all the people I sign up in the Social and Cryptomining accounts and tell me how they are doing so I can help them
through the process. You do not have to explain
it to me, just create the web site so that it is as easy as spreading

peanut butter on a sandwich and eating black berry pie. It should be
designed like a regular U.S. banking account for checking and savings.
It is a great day to shine your shoes!
It is a great day to buy a pair of shoes!
It is a great day for losing the blues!
It is a great day from morning to night?
It is a great day for singing a song!
Everything to gain and nothing to lose.
New income every week with compound interest.

The genie had a good laugh and retorted:
"IMPOSSIBLE!!!
Just think of the website, hardware, software code,
artificial intelligence, the logistics, the people needed to
develop this, compliance with the banking system,
federal reserve system, security and exchange
commission, federal trade commission,
certification, indemnification, validation, provocation,
identification, the installation, the implementation, the
training, the vendors to train, the secretaries, approvals
from the United States Attorney General, the law firms
to retain, the fees to pay people forever and forever!!!
Also, we will have to get the blessing from the "Federal
Limit System."

How could we put machines in every vendor shop in all
major cities, think about the infrastructure and the
wiring, Internet connections, the amount of invested
funds, the labor...and the labor unions.
Thousands of vendors would have to make paradigm
shifts from advertising to providing cryptocurrency for
people to buy and sell cryptocurrency. The vendors
would have to ask you to spend your cryptocurrency
with them. The vendors would have to have all their
merchant accounts modified for cryptocurrency from the
fiat they currently have.
This would be very difficult for people and vendors
because they cannot see, smell, hear, taste, or feel
cryptocurrencies. This would be very difficult for the
vendors and most important the governments of the
industrialized nations would not be in control and they
would be very unhappy.
The banks, the 189 countries in the world that control
money and the so called monetary cooperation, that
think they secure financial stability, that have big talks
about facilitating international trade, and think they
promote high employment and think they are
responsible for sustainable economic growth and the
biggest farce is telling people and spewing lies and

maggots out of their mouths about reducing poverty
around the world.
Think about the Men of Jekyll Island, they would go
absolutely berserk because they would lose control of the
international monetary fund (IMF). People would be
making new earnings every week and there would not be
any homeless people anymore. This way tooooo much of
a change for society.
No, absolutely not! NOT A CHANCE!!!
We cannot create such a CRYPTOCURRENCY
earning contract program at all!
Unless you have trillions and trillions of dollars to put
this uncontrolled digital currency program together all
by yourself, think of another wish..."
The man understood and tried to think of a wish
which could be really possible.
Finally he said:
"You know, I was married four times, and four
times I got divorced. My wives always said I didn't
care about them, that I was insensitive.

My wish, therefore, is to understand women;
know how they feel inside, what they think about
when they are not talking to us ...
to know why they cry ...
to really know what they want when they say
nothing ...
to know how to make them really happy!"
But above all, eliminate the question that haunts all
men:
What are you thinking about Honey?
The genie says :

"ALRIGHT...ALRIGHT...ALRIGHT ALREADY!
Now when did you want that CRYPTOCURRECY contract
Social and Mining contract program?
You will have to pay $125 for each new member to cover
the administrative fee. Then after each new member
signs on at least 3 new directs to them, they will get $140
added to their account in Kala coin. So, each new member
will be on the north side of the financial equation. And if
you want to mine for cryptocurrency, then each new
member will have to deposit at least $25 in a

cryptocurrency mining contract. And we will allow them
to have as many cryptocurrency mining accounts as they
want.
THAT IS ALL THE MONEY THAT ANYONE WILL PAY.
No money out of your
pocket goes into someone else’s pocket. And you cannot
be paid from any money deposited by anyone you sign as
a member. That would be illegal. Remember now the
company will have to be managed by the largest most
respected law firm around the globe. All commissions are
deposited into a cryptocurrency mining contract and the
compound interest is paid out to you at the end of the
mining contract.
KEEP IN MIND, YOU DO NOT HAVE TO TELL A SINGLE
SOLE ABOUT YOUR CRYPTOCURRENCY SOCIAL AND
MINING CONTRACTS AND YOU WILL STILL EARN NEW
INCOME EVERY WEEK.
But remember, when you become wealthy, and on the
NORTH side of the financial equation, it would be great
KARMA, to tell those that are not as fortunate as yourself,
so they too can earn a new income from your
cryptocurrency social and mining contract programs.

NO AUTO SHIPS
NO MONTHLY QUALIFYING TO EARN MONEY
NO FUNNY BUSINESS
95% of the MEMBERS WILL EARN MONEY
NO INVENTORY STOCKING
Yes, I can do this, but remember the algorithm to make
this happen is huge. I am going to have to design this so
that it is COMPLIANT with the SEC and the FTC.
We will work on it in our office in Utah which has 26,000
square feet and 30 employees to verify everything we do.
Oh, and we will have to install a few hundred mining
machines with many HVAC units to keep the mining
machines cool and the workers too.

I hope you are happy with your WISH!!!
OH, you can have any member send a letter to the
company and tell the administration to stop sending
checks because they already have enough money.
Please sign them up in the link below.
http://www.1lifefund.com

Earning paid weekly with 1-8% on the contracts that are
signed and active. WOW!
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